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Abstract: This paper applies a Fractional Order Sliding Mode Control (FOSMC) to the two
loops speed (the outer loop) and current (the inner loop), for Switched Reluctance Motor
(SRM). This approach proposes a new, simple and fast switching control law for the
Fractional Order Sliding Mode Control (FOSMC), characterized by its simplicity of
design, flexibility of control and adaptive capability. The proposed controller is based on
nonsingular terminal SM surface. The stability of the proposed approach was analyzed and
guaranteed, using the Lypunov stability theory. This new scheme achieved minimum torque
and speed ripples. Simulation results using MATLAB/SIMULINK validated the improved
performance of the proposed approach against parameters variations, external
disturbances and measurement noise, by comparing it with PI, Neural Network Controller
(NNC), Hysteresis Controller (HC) and conventional Sliding Mode Controllers (SMC).
Keywords: Fractional order SMC; Speed Control; Current Control; Switched Reluctance
Motor (SRM); Neural Network Controller (NNC)

1

Introduction

Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM) is a low-cost machine because it has neither
winding nor permanent magnets in the rotor nor brushes nor commutators. Also, it
is reliable because their phases can be feed independently and connected in series
with the DC power supply. This makes its drive robust compared to the other
electrical machines drives. Besides, its drive is simple because of its unidirectional
current. However, it has high coupling and nonlinearities between the current and
the position [10]. Torque ripples and high starting torque are other obstacles.
Therefore, PI can’t overcome these difficulties and advanced control
methodologies were proposed to overcome these disadvantages [1, 2, 26, 27].
Speed control of the motor was carried using PI but its gains were tuned using bat
algorithm [3] or using ant-colony optimization algorithm [4] or using Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) and the Zeigler Nicholas method [5, 8] to improve the
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performance of the controller. But in [6] speed control using PID and current
sharing method parameters need to optimize its gains using three methods of
evolutionary computation methods like PSO. In [7] the authors confirmed the
improved performance of speed control by the ASK fuzzy control using on-line
tuning and comparing it with fuzzy and PI controllers. The authors of [8] designed
vector control scheme using PI added to feed-forward and decoupling controllers
for SRM to overcome the problems of the torque controller. Therefore, PI is
known with its difficult parameters tuning in addition to its inherent disadvantages
like slow transient response and steady state error [9]. But, the proposed method in
our paper avoided these difficulties with minimum number of parameters.
Intelligent methods like fuzzy and neural network were proposed to control the
speed loop. As shown in [11, 12], the fuzzy controller used another strategy to
improve its performance. In [13], speed control by modified fuzzy controller was
used to decrease the rise time and the overshoot of the speed response. This
controller includes two fuzzy controllers and switches between them. In [14], the
RBF Neural Network (NN) controller added to another RBF NN for on line
training controls the speed to overcome the nonlinearities and provide fast speed
response. But in [15, 16], the RBF NN and hermite NN decreases the model errors
resulting from parameters uncertainties for fast terminal and super twisting second
order sliding mode speed control respectively. While [17] applied a Supervisor
Hybrid Recurrent Fuzzy Neural Network (SHRFNN) controller to the speed
control loop to reduce the torque ripples. Therefore, the proposed strategy avoided
using more than one strategy as used in the above intelligent methods using simple
switching control law which provided more flexibility and more degrees of
freedom.
Therefore, advanced control techniques like Sliding Mode Control (SMC) were
employed to achieve fast response and robust performance against the
nonlinearities and coupling of the rotor position, current and the self-inductance.
At the same time, this technique was developed to overcome its disadvantages like
slow convergence, the chattering effect and the conventional difficulties of PI.
Therefore, new Fast Terminal Sliding Mode Controller (FTSMC) was combined
with fuzzy logic [18] to control the speed and reduce the torque ripples of SRM.
A current and flux sharing method is designed for SRM by employing
Proportional and Derivative (PD) controller and Adaptive Linear Element
(Adaline) with sliding mode learning algorithm to control the speed loop of SRM
[19]. In [20], a new reaching law was designed for the speed loop of adaptive
terminal SMC of direct instantaneous torque to decrease the torque ripples and
speed the speed and torque response. Ref. [21] designed new reaching law for
SMC of speed control in addition to anti-disturbance SMC to obtain antidisturbance speed control strategy. As shown in the previous literature, SMC types
needed other techniques to improve its performance which add complexity to the
controller and add to the computational overhead of the processor which were
avoided by the proposed method [22, 23].
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The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) Novel application of fractional order sliding mode control to the speed and
current loop of SRM simultaneously.
2) The speed and torque ripples were minimized, the chattering phenomenon
was eliminated and the convergence time was reduced.
3) FOSMC doesn’t need the process model or its parameters and consequently,
the proposed strategy avoided heavy and multi parameters tuning.
This paper was organized as follows: Section 1 presents the introduction and
literature review. Section 2 shows the mathematical modeling of SRM and the
controllers. Section 3 displays the design and the stability proof of the proposed
technique. Simulation results were shown in Section 4 and the conclusions were
drawn in Section 5.

2

Mathematical Modeling of Switched Reluctance
Motor (SRM)

The number of poles of SRM determines the type of the motor and controls the
structure of the motor. Each phase is excited independently from the DC power
supply. Each phase should be excited in the magnetization period where the two
switches S1 and S2 are on. After that the magnetization period completes with the
freewheeling mode when S2 is off and the current passes through S1 and D1.
The demagnetization period starts when S1 and S2 are turned off and the current is
reversed to the DC power supply through D1 and D2. Therefore, the current
should be zero before the aligned position.
Therefore, selection of turn on θon and turn off θoff angles is an important factor to
improve the performance of SRM drive. They should be selected after the
unaligned position θu and before the aligned position θa. The motor will provide
positive torque when its winding current is turned off before the aligned position
θa. In this work, they were selected as 45º and 90º [13]. Figure 1 shows the block
diagram of the proposed system.
The mathematical modeling of SRM can be expressed by the following equations:

Vn Rnin 
Te J

θ

dλθ,in 
,in   din  ,in 
Rnin 
.


dt

 ik  dt 

dω
 BωTL
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(1)
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Where n: the number of phase, θ is the rotor position, ω is the rotor speed, TL the
load torque, Te is the total torque of the motor, B is the viscous friction coefficient
and J is the moment of inertia of the motor.

,in L,in .in

(4)

n
 W ,i 
, Wc ,in   ,in din
Te ,in Tn ,in  c n 


 in cons.
0
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Where Ln, Tn, Wc and in are the inductance, torque, co-energy and the current of
the nth phase, respectively
In the linear region of the relationship between the position, the phase current and
the self-inductance in low current SRM, the inductance and the flux can be
computed as follows:
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Figure 1
The Block Diagram of the Proposed System

3

Speed and Current Controllers Design

The control system of the SRM drive includes two main loops; the outer Speed
Loop (SL) and the inner Current Loop (CL) as shown in Figure 1. The mechanical
equation (2) controls the speed loop. Since the mechanical motor parameters; the
inertia and the friction coefficients affect this equation and have larger time
constant compared to the electrical parameters (the stator inductance and
resistance) and its time constant which control the current loop, the speed loop has
larger effect compared to current loop. Therefore, the actual speed, phase current
and position should be measured to be compared to the reference and processing
the error in each loop controller.
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In order to control the speed of SRM, the error of the reference speed and the
actual speed should be processed through the PI controller. The output of the
controller is the reference torque after normalizing it.
3.1.2

Neural Network Controller (NNC)

The NNC is composed of a pattern set, an off-line learning algorithm with back
propagation and a NN network. The NN is trained off-line using the Levenberg–
Marquardt training algorithm with the ANN toolbox under MATLAB. For the offline learning, a pattern set is realized using dynamic signal analysis of the PI
controller. The input–output samples, obtained using simulations in Matlab
/Simulink were used for off-line training. The pattern set is a look up table that
consists of ew(l), t(l) and ∆I*(l). l is number of samples in the pattern set (l = 1,. . .,
64). The look up table is used in off-line learning.
The NN has two inputs speed error and time. The output is the change of current
iq*. A multilayer NN with back-propagation training is used. The NN consists of a
fully connected two-layer network. The input layer receives two inputs from speed
error and time. The single hidden layer has 10 neurons with a tan-sigmoid
activation function. The output layer has single neuron with linear activation
function. Figure 2 depicts the structure of Back Propagation Neural Network
(BPNN) [25].

Figure 2
(a) The structure of Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN). (b) NNC structure
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3.1.3

Conventional SMC

Since the SRM is excited by DC voltage pulses through the Asymmetric Half
Bridge (AHF), the sliding mode control can cope with the discrete nature of the
converter. It can overcome the nonlinearities of the motor and the converter.
Therefore, for the SRM assuming the load torque constant from (2):

B
1
   ω  Te

J
J
Choosing the sliding surface:

sωref

and differentiating the sliding surface:

1
 ref  B ω- Te
 ref ω
 
sω
J

(6)

J

Stability Analysis
The following condition should be verified to force the error and its rate of change
converge to the sliding surface as follows:
1
 ref  B ω- Te 0
 ref ω
 
sω
J

J

Then, the torque reference which represents the equivalent control input:

 ref
ueq Teref  Bω Jω

(7)

To maintain the control state on the sliding surface and verify the Lyapunov
stability theory, suppose this Lyapunov function: V  0.5s2 and differentiating:
1
1
B
 ref ) sK sign(s)s(ω ref  B ω Te  Ksign(s) )
V  ss s( ω Te  

J
J
J
then, the control input : u Bω Jω
 ref  JKsign(s)

J

which verify (8) as follows: V  ss  -sK sign(s)  0

provided that K > 0

Therefore, to assure the stability of the control input and eliminate the chattering
associated with the conventional SMC, K should be large and > 0.
3.1.4

Fractional Derivative Sliding Mode Speed control

The switching function S is defined as the fractional-order nonsingular Terminal
Sliding Mode (TSM) as follow [24]:

S  e  kD 1[ sign(e) a ]

(8)

Where k is a positive constant, Dλ−1 is fractional order derivative, λ is fractional
order between 0< λ < 1 and 2 > a > 1. The derivative of (8) is:
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S  e  kD [ sign(e) a ]

(9)

Substituting Eq. (6) in Eq. (9) results the following:
 ref
S  e kD λ  sign(e) a  





1
B
ω  Te  kD λ  sign(e) a 


J
J

(10)

Stability Analysis
To assure the system (error and its change) constraints towards the sliding surface
and reaches in finite time, the following condition should be met [22-25, 2830]: S  S  0 and equating Eq. (10) with zero results:
1
B
 ref  kD λ  sign(e) a  0
S  e kD λ  sign(e) a  ω  Te  

 J


J

Resulting the equivalent control: ueq Teref  Bω  kJD λ  sign(e) a 


To verify the Lyapunov stability theory, this Lyapunov function should be verified
V  SS  0 , and:

SS  S  ekD sign(e) a    0  S  ω  ωref  kD sign(e) ,

 



therefore, k should be > 0 to ensure global asymptotic stability.

3.2

Current Control

To obtain precise speed control and speed the response of the rotor speed and
torque, the current loop is controlled by SMC. Fractional order SMC of current
loop provides more degree of freedom in terms of faster speed and torque
response. We controlled this loop by hysteresis, conventional SMC and Adaptive
Fractional Order (SMC) (AFOSMC) and designed them in the following
subsections:
3.2.1 Hysteresis controller
3.2.2 Conventional SMC
3.2.3 Fractional Order SMC (FOSMC)
3.2.4 Adaptive FOSMC
3.2.1

Hysteresis Controller

The hysteresis band was selected carefully as 0.5 A to obtain faster response
because a high band increases the torque ripples.
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3.2.2

Conventional SMC

The current loop compares the actual stator currents with reference currents from
the torque reference after normalizing it. We take the sliding surface as a simple
error as follows: S  e  iref  i , then, S  iref  i  iref Vn in Rn 2 T ω

in

Stability Analysis
To guarantee the system error and its rate of change converge to the sliding
surface by imposing; S S 0 , this results the control law after adding the
switching law: Vn in Rn 2 T ωKsigne 
in
To guarantee the stability of the control state on the sliding surface, the Lyapunov
condition should be verified as follows: V SS 0 ,

V SS  -K signe   0 , therefore, K should be large positive to guarantee the
stability of the Lyapunov theory and eliminate the chattering.
3.2.3

Fractional Order SMC (FOSMC)

To achieve more degrees of freedom, we propose the following fractional order
nonsingular Terminal Sliding Mode surface [24]:

S  e  kD 1[ sign(e) a ] , 0 < λ < 1, D is the fractional order differentiator
operator and a is a real constant between 1 and 2.
Stability Analysis
Differentiating the sliding surface, we obtain the following:

T
S  e kD λ sign(e)a  iref Vn  in Rn 2 ω kD λ sign(e)a  ,




in
To constraint the error is moving always toward the sliding surface S=0 and its
rate of change: S  S  0 .Then, we get the equivalent control law:
T
Vn in Rn 2 ωkD λ  sign(e)a  , According to the Lypunov stability theory


in
and guarantee the stability of the control law, V  SS  0
SS S  ekD λ  sign(e) a    0  - S  iiref  kD λ  sign(e) a    0 ,

 

 


therefore, k should be > 0 to guarantee the control state remaining along the
sliding surface.
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Adaptive Fractional Order SMC

This fast reaching law will be proposed in this section to obtain faster convergence
time as follows [24, 25]:
S  Ksigne b , 1 b 2 and will be added to the equivalent control as follows:

T
S ekD λ sign(e)a iref  Vn  in Rn 2 ω  kD λ sign(e)a  Ksign(S)b 0




in
Stability Analysis
To assure maintaining the control state on the sliding surface: V  SS  0

V  SS S(-Ksign(S )b )  0  This means that K  0 for aymptotic stability.
Then, the control input: Vn  in Rn 2 (T/i n )ω  kD λ  sign(e) a  Ksign(S)b



3.3 Implementation of the Fractional Order Derivative
Fractional integration and differentiation can be approximated using many
methods; continuous like Carlson's method, Matsuda's method, Oustaloup method
and Chareff's method and discrete like the backward Euler and PSE or backward
Euler and CFE or trapezoidal rule and CFE. There are three definitions to define
the fractional operator in the time domain; the Grunwald- Letnikov (GL) and the
Riemann-Liuville (RL) and the Caputo fractional definitions.
The Laplace transform is the best method for evaluating the fractional integrator
or differentiator of zero initial conditions for the GL or RL methods (for order r)
which can be defined by: L

D
a

r
t

f (t ); s





s  r F ( s)

The discretization of the fractional-order operator sα (α is a real number) can be
described by the so-called generating function s = ω (z−1). The most commonly
used three discretization schemes are the trapezoidal (Tustin) rule, the backward
difference (Euler) rule, and the most commonly used Al-Alaoui operator.
The generating function can be used in the following formula:
 ( z 1) 

1
1  z 1
T   (1   ) z 1

(11)

Where β and γ are the gain and phase tuning parameters, respectively. For
example, when β = 1 and γ = {0, 1/2, 7/8, 1, 3/2}, the generating function (11)
becomes the forward Euler, the Tustin, the Al-Alaoui, the backward Euler and the
implicit Adams rules, respectively.
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There are two main methods to find the digital approximation of the generating
function; Power Series Expansion (PSE) and Continued Fraction Expansion
(CFE). This approximated transfer function can be implemented on any processor
like D.S.P. The approximation of PSE is in the form of polynomials that is the
form of FIR filter which has only zeros. While the approximation of CFE is in the
form of rational transfer function (IIR filter) which has poles and zeros. But
approximation of rational functions converges faster than PSE and converges in
larger domain in the complex plane [31].
Therefore, we adopted the discrete transfer function based on the Aouli (which is
mixed of the Euler rule and the Trapezoidal rule) and CFE discretization scheme.
This method has better approximation in the high frequency range than that based
on the Tustin rule [32]. Therefore, the generating function for discretization will
be:
( ( z 1 ))  r  (

8 1  z 1  r
)
7T 1  z 1 / 7

(12)

CFE can be used to approximate the function (12) which is an infinite order of
rational discrete transfer function to finite order rational one.
1 a 
( ( z 1 ))  r  

 T 
1 a 


 T 

r

1 a 


 T 

r

r

1


 1 z

CFE (
) r 
1


 1  az
 p,q

Pp ( z 1 )

(13)

1

Qq ( z )
p0  p1z 1  ....  pm z  p
q0  q1z 1  ....  qm z  q

Where CFE{u} denotes the continued fraction expansion of u; p and q are the
orders of the approximation and P and Q are polynomial functions of degrees p
and q. Normally, we can set p = q = n.
The value of approximation order n is truncated to n = 5 and the weighting factor
a was chosen = 1/3. Assume sampling period T = 0.001 s. For r = 0.5 we have the
following approximation of the fractional half-order derivative [33, 34]:

G ( z 1) 

985.9  1315z 1  328.6 z  2  36.51z 3
27  18z 1  3z  2  z  3
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Simulation Results

In this section, we show the effect of each loop where the controllers were
simulated in each loop (speed and current) using MATLAB/SIMULINK.
The proposed method AFOSMC (CL) and FOSMC (SL) will be compared to two
methods. These two methods are PI (SL), HC (CL) and NNC (SL), HC (CL).
The MATLAB model of the proposed system is shown in Figure 3.
The simulation results proved the improved response of AFOSMC and FOSMC
compared to the others in terms of lower torque and speed ripples and NNC in
terms of faster speed response. The proposed method will be tested under the
following effects:
4.1 Motor performance without uncertainties (inertia J=0.05)
4.2 Motor performance with mechanical parameter uncertainties 100%
(inertia J=0.1)
4.3 Load torque step change
4.4 Effects of the proposed controllers on each loop at high speeds
The SRM 6/4 parameters are as follows: Rs= 0.05-ohm, Unaligned inductance=
0.67 mH, Aligned inductance= 20.3 mH, inertia coefficient (J)= 0.05 kg.m2 and
Vdc= 250 V.

Figure 3
The MATLAB model of the proposed system

4.1

Motor Performance without Uncertainties

This test shows the performance characteristics of the motor for the proposed
controllers as shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5 at load torque T L= 10 N.m.
The AFOSMC (CL) and FOSMC (SL) has better torque ripples, speed ripples and
speed steady state error compared to the other controllers and better settling time
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compared to PI. The NNC has better settling time compared to the others. PI has
the least torque and speed overshoots as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1
The motor performance without uncertainties of J=0.05 kg.m2

Performance
characteristics
Settling time
Torque ripples
Torque overshoot
Speed ripples
Speed overshoot
Speed steady state error

FOSMC (SL)
AFOSMC (CL)
26.16 ms
10.8 %
314 N.m
0.064 rpm
778.6 rpm
0.2 rpm

PI (SL)
HC(CL)
27.4 ms
30.4 %
217.6 N.m
0.23 rpm
0
1.4 rpm

NNC (SL)
HC (CL)
16.34 ms
31 %
405 N.m
0.22 rpm
0
1.4 rpm

Figure 4
The motor performance of AFOSMC without uncertainties (J=0.05)
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Figure 5
The motor performance of PI (SL) and HC (CL) without uncert. (J=0.05)

Figure 6
The motor performance of NNC (SL) AND HC (CL) without uncert. (J=0.05)
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4.2

Motor Performance with 100% Uncertainties of Inertia J

This test shows the performance characteristics of the motor for the proposed
controllers with uncertainties of the rotor inertia 100% as shown in Figures 7, 8
and 9. The AFOSMC has better torque ripples, speed ripples and speed steady
state error compared to the other controllers and better settling time compared to
PI. The other controllers PI and NNC have rather improved response for the other
characteristics as for normal operation without uncertainties. Therefore, from
Table 2, the proposed controllers AFOSMC (CL) and FOSMC (SL) achieved its
target of minimization of the torque and speed ripples which are inherent
disadvantages of SRM.
Table 2
The motor performance with inertia uncertainties 100 % of J=0.1 kg.m 2

Performance
characteristics
Settling time
Torque ripples
Torque overshoot
Speed ripples
Speed overshoot
Speed steady state error

FOSMC (SL)
AFOSMC (CL)
35.3 ms
15.6%
314 N.m
0.07 rpm
2 rpm
0.2 rpm

PI (SL)
HC(CL)
52.2 ms
35.1%
217.6 N.m
0.14 rpm
0
1.4 rpm

NNC (SL)
HC (CL)
31.19
35.5%
405 N.m
0.15 rpm
0
1.4 rpm

Figure 7
The motor performance of FOSMC (SL) and AFOSMC (CL) with uncert. 100% (J=0.1)
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Figure 8
The motor performance of PI (SL) and HC (CL) with uncert. 100 % (J=0.1)

Figure 9
The motor performance of NNC (SL) and HC (CL) with uncert. 100% (J=0.1)
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4.3

Load Torque Step Change

In this test, we increased the load torque (T L) from 5 N.m to 10 N.m at t=0.2 and
the total load were removed suddenly at t= 0.5. From Figures 10-12, at TL =5 N.m,
the torque ripples percentage ratios are 12%, 39.2% and 40% for the three
controllers AFOSMC, PI and NNC respectively. Also, the speed errors ratios are
0.004%, 0.013% and 0.22%.
At TL =10 N.m, the torque ripples percentage ratios for the three controllers
AFOSMC, PI and NNC are 10.8%, 30.4% and 31% respectively. The speed errors
for them are 0.009%, 0.03% and 0.196% respectively. Therefore, from Figures 10,
11 and 12, the proposed controller AFOSMC has the least torque ripples and
speed errors compared to the other controllers against external load torque
disturbance. In addition, the proposed controller has faster step torque response
than the other controllers as shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Figure 10
The motor performance of step load change for AFOSMC
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Figure 11
The motor performance of step load change for PI

Figure 12
The motor performance of step load change for NNC
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Figure 13
The step increasing load response for the three controllers’ schemes

4.4

Effects of Controllers on Each Loop at High Speeds

In this test, the different sliding mode controllers controlled the two loops to show
its effect and the effects of the fractional order SMC and AFOSMC for different
inertia (J= 0.05 and 0.008). In this test, the fractional order differentiator was
taken as λ=0.1. Figures 15-16, show the current loop (CL) with AFOSMC and
speed loop (SL) with FOSMC has the fastest speed response where the
conventional SMC has longer settling time especially at higher speeds.

Figure 14
The step decreasing load response for the three controllers’ schemes
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Figure 15
The speed response of speed and current loops at J=0.05 with λ= 0.1

Figure 16
The speed response of speed and current loops at J=0.008 with λ= 0.1

Conclusions
The proposed controller AFOSMC, achieved its target, by compensating for the
inherent disadvantages of SRM, which are torque/speed ripples and steady state
errors. The results were validated by comparing them with NNC, HC and PI in the
two loops of the closed loop control of SRM. The proposed controller provided
the desired improved response of lower torque and speed ripples, during normal
operation and under the effect of mechanical parameter J (rotor inertia) variation
at 100-%. In addition, the proposed controller exhibited a faster speed and torque
response, compared to conventional sliding mode control, NNC, HC and PI at
high speeds for different inertia.
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